P-glycoprotein-targeted photodynamic therapy boosts cancer nanomedicine by priming tumor microenvironment
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Abstract

Cancer nanomedicines only modestly improve the overall survival of patients because their anticancer activity is limited by biological barriers posed by the tumor microenvironment. Currently, all the drugs in FDA-approved cancer nanomedicines are substrates for P-glycoprotein (Pgp), and thus, Pgp-mediated multidrug resistance (MDR) remains a hurdle for cancer nanomedicines.

Methods: In this study, Pgp-targeted photodynamic therapy (PDT) was developed to enhance the anticancer efficacy of nanomedicines by depleting MDR cancer cells as well as enhancing tumor penetration of nanomedicines. We first examined the Pgp specificity of our targeted PDT approach, and then tested combination therapy of PDT with Doxil in mixed tumor models of MDR cancer cells and stromal cells, mimicking human heterogeneous tumors.

Results: In vitro studies showed that the antibody-photosensitizer conjugates produced Pgp-specific cytotoxicity towards MDR cancer cells upon irradiation with a near-infrared light. The studies with a co-culture model of MDR cancer cells and stromal cells revealed synergistic effects in the combination therapy of PDT with Doxil. Using a mouse model of mixed tumors containing MDR cancer cells and stroma cells, we observed markedly enhanced tumor delivery of Doxil after PDT in vivo. We further examined the effects of the two modalities on individual cell populations and their synergism using an in vivo dual substrate bioluminescence assay. The results indicated that Pgp-targeted PDT specifically depleted MDR cancer cells and further enhanced Doxil's actions on both MDR cancer cells and stromal cells.

Conclusion: We conclude that our targeted PDT approach markedly enhances anticancer actions of nanomedicines by depleting MDR cancer cells and increasing their tumor penetration, and thereby, may provide an effective approach to facilitate translation of cancer nanomedicines.
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Introduction

Current cancer nanomedicines fail to improve the overall survival of cancer patients significantly because their efficacy is still limited by tissue and cellular barriers in tumors [1] (Scheme 1). Although nanoparticles (NPs) may take advantage of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect in tumor sites [2], the validity of this effect in human tumors is controversial because xenograft tumor models are fundamentally different from spontaneous human tumors, which are highly heterogeneous in terms of vascular leakage [1, 3, 4]. NPs may have better distribution in leaky sites of tumors; however,
poor delivery to less leaky sites will result in incomplete eradication of the tumor and thereafter tumor relapse. On the other hand, cellular mechanisms leading to cancer resistance to conventional medicines pose the same challenges to cancer nanomedicines. P-glycoprotein (Pgp) is a primary cause for multidrug resistance (MDR) in cancers [5], and its overexpression has been found to be associated with treatment failure in more than half of human cancers, including ovary, colon and liver cancers, as well as leukemia and lymphoma [6-9]. Various strategies have been actively sought to overcome this resistance for more than three decades; however, they have yet to reach the oncology clinic [5].

Abundant nanoformulations have been developed to combat Pgp-medicated MDR [10], including micelles [11-14], liposomes [15, 16], carbon nanotubes [17-19], mesoporous silica NPs [20, 21], and gold NPs [22-24]. They are able to increase the accumulation of chemotherapy drugs at tumor sites through the EPR effects [25, 26], and further enhance intracellular drug concentration to compensate Pgp-medicated drug efflux [27-32]. However, the outcomes from this strategy are still limited due to poor penetration and low cellular internalization of the NPs [25, 33-35]. Therefore, none of these NPs have been approved by the FDA for treating MDR tumors. Liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil/Caelyx), daunorubicin (DaunoXome), vincristine (MARQIBO), irinotecan (ONIVYDE), and albumin NP of taxol (Abraxane) are currently the only FDA-approved cancer nanomedicines, and all the drugs in these NPs are substrates for Pgp [36] and Pgp-mediated drug efflux can decrease their anticancer activity, leading to MDR [37, 38]. Therefore, novel strategies are needed to overcome Pgp-mediated MDR for enhancing the therapeutic efficacy of nanomedicines, especially in patients that present MDR cancers.

Scheme 1. Pgp-targeted PDT boosts cancer nanomedicine. The barriers for cancer nanomedicine include tissue barriers preventing NP penetration and cellular barriers limiting intracellular delivery of drugs. Pgp-targeted PDT boosts nanomedicines therapy by depleting MDR cancer cells and enhancing tumor penetration of NPs.
Targeted photodynamic therapy (PDT) may provide an effective approach to overcome Pgp-mediated MDR towards cancer nanomedicines. PDT is a clinically approved cancer therapy [39], while targeted PDT is a highly cancer-specific approach to treat cancer by combining antibody-based cancer targeting and localized light activation of the photosensitizer (PS) [40]. Targeted PDT using cetuximab-IR700 to target epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is currently being tested in a phase I/II trial for the treatment of head and neck cancers (NCT02422979) [41]. Further, EGFR-targeted PDT was reported to produce a “super EPR effect” at the tumor site that enhanced penetration of the NPs into the tumors [42].

In this study, we first examined the role of Pgp in chemoresistance to liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil) and albumin NP of taxol (Abraxane). Then, Pgp-targeted PDT was developed to enhance the anticancer efficacy of the nanomedicines by depleting MDR cancer cells as well as enhancing tumor penetration of the nanomedicines (Scheme 1). We prepared antibody-photosensitizer conjugates (APCs) using an anti-Pgp monoclonal antibody (Pab), and tested their specificity and phototoxicity using cell culture models. We further tested combination therapy of PDT with Doxil in a co-culture model of MDR cancer cells and stromal cells, which mimics human heterogeneous tumors. Then, their tumor delivery and anticancer efficacy were examined using a mouse model of mixed tumors containing MDR cancer cells and stromal cells, and we further examined the effects of the two modalities on individual cell populations and their synergism using an in vivo dual substrate bioluminescence assay.

Methods

Cell lines

3T3-MDR1, a mouse fibroblast cell line stably transfected with a cDNA coding for the human Pgp, was obtained from Dr. Michael Gottesman’s laboratory at the National Cancer Institute (NCI). This cell line was maintained in DMEM cell culture medium (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), 400 IU/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Corning Inc.), and 60 ng/mL colchicine (Sigma-Aldrich). NCI-ADRRes is an Adriamycin-resistant ovarian cancer cell line with high Pgp expression, and KB-8-5-11 is a MDR human KB carcinoma cell line independently selected with colchicine. Both of them were obtained from Dr. Gottesman’s lab at NCI, and were maintained in the same condition as the 3T3-MDR1 cell line. OVCAR8 cells, the parental cell line of NCI-ADRRes cells, and 3T3 cells were from ATCC (Rockville, MD, USA). KB-3-1 cells, a subline of HeLa and the parental cell line of KB-8-5-11, were from Dr. Gottesman’s lab. All these chemosensitive control cells were cultured in the same cell culture medium but without colchicine. GFP and/or firefly luciferase-expressing cells were constructed by transfection with reporter-encoding lentivirus (Biosettia, San Diego, CA, USA) according to a standard protocol provided by the vendor. The human cell lines were characterized by Genetica DNA Laboratories (Burlington, NC, USA) using short tandem repeat profiling.

Cytotoxicity of drugs in chemosensitive and chemoresistant cells

Dose-dependent cytotoxicity of doxorubicin (Sigma-Aldrich), Taxol (Sigma-Aldrich), Doxil (Johnson & Johnson), and Abraxane (Celgene) was quantified using Alamar Blue assay according to a method described previously [43, 44]. Briefly, five thousand cells were seeded in 96-well plates and were cultured overnight. Medium was replaced with the drugs in culture medium at a series of dilutions. Seventy-two hours post treatment, Alamar Blue reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added and incubated for 2 h. The fluorescence of the samples was then measured on a CYTATION 5 imaging reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) set at 540 nm excitation and 590 nm emission wavelengths. The mean drug concentrations required for 50% growth inhibition (IC50 values) were calculated using CompuSyn software (Version 1.0,ComboSyn Inc., Paramus, NJ, USA).

Measurement of cellular accumulation of doxorubicin and Doxil

Three pairs of chemosensitive (OVCAR8, KB-3-1, and 3T3) and chemoresistant (NCI-ADRRes, KB-8-5-11, and 3T3-MDR1) cell lines were incubated with 1 µM GF918 (Sigma-Aldrich), a Pgp inhibitor, for 30 min at 37 °C followed by adding 0.5 µg/mL doxorubicin or Doxil to the cells. After 24 h incubation, doxorubicin or Doxil accumulation was measured with flow cytometry on an LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD Bioscience, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Twenty thousand events of cells were analyzed and only live cells were gated for quantitation of cellular accumulation. The data was processed using FlowJo software (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA).

Synthesis of Pab-IR700

Anti-Pgp monoclonal antibody 15D3 was produced in-house with a method described previously [45, 46]. Briefly, hybridoma cells were
The conjugation was purified using a Zeba™ spin desalting column (40K MWCO, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a molar ratio of 1:4 with a HiTrap Protein G HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at a molar ratio of 1:4 in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) for 1 h. The product of IR700-NHS (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at a molar ratio of 1:4 with a HiTrap Protein G HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA). To prepare the APCs, Pab was incubated with IR700-NHS (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at a molar ratio of 1:4 in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) for 1 h. The product of the conjugation was purified using a Zeba™ spin desalting column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at a molar ratio of 1:4 with a HiTrap Protein G HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA). To prepare the APCs, Pab was incubated with IR700-NHS (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at a molar ratio of 1:4 in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) for 1 h. The product of the conjugation was purified using a Zeba™ spin desalting column (40K MWCO, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The protein concentration of the antibody conjugates was determined with BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the IR700 concentration was quantified by measurement of the absorption at 689 nm in order to estimate the number of IR700 molecules conjugated to each antibody molecule. To monitor the synthesis process and characterize the final product, SEC-HPLC was performed using an UltiMate™ 3000 UHPLC system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a diode-array detector. These molecules were first separated in the SEC column, and their UV-vis spectra were scanned with the inline diode-array detector to confirm their identities.

Cellular uptake of Pab-IR700

For flow cytometry experiments, cells were seeded on 24-well plates and were cultured overnight. Cells were treated with free IR700 or Pab-IR700 (both equivalent to 150 nM IR700) and incubated at 37 °C for 4 h. The cells were then trypsinized and suspended in PBS buffer. Fluorescence of the cells was acquired on a LSRFortessa flow cytometer. Ten thousand events of cells were analyzed and the data was processed using FlowJo software.

For confocal microscopy experiments, cells were seeded on 8-well Lab-Tek™ II Chambered Coverglass (Nalge Nunc, Rochester, NY, USA) and were cultured overnight. The cells were incubated with free IR700 or Pab-IR700 (both equivalent to 150 nM IR700) at 37 °C for 4 h. After washing with cold PBS twice, the cells were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich), stained with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and visualized with a ZEISS LSM 710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany).

In vitro phototoxicity studies for Pab-IR700

The phototoxicity of free IR700 and Pab-IR700 was quantified using Alamar Blue assay [44, 47]. Briefly, five thousand cells were seeded in 96-well plates and cultured overnight. Medium was replaced with increasing concentrations of free IR700 or Pab-IR700. The cells were further incubated at 37 °C for 4 h. After washing, the cells were irradiated with a 690 nm LED light for 20 min to reach the light dose of 5 J/cm². After 24 h, Alamar Blue reagent was added and incubated for 2 h. The fluorescence of the samples was then measured on a CYTATION 5 imaging reader. We also measured the phototoxicity of Pab-IR700 without the washing step after incubation.

The phototoxicity of Pab-IR700 was also examined with live/dead cell staining. Ten thousand cells were seeded in 96-well plates and were cultured overnight. Medium was replaced with the dose solution of Pab-IR700 (equivalent to 150 nM IR700). The cells were further incubated for 4 h at 37 °C. After washing with PBS, the cells were irradiated with LED light (5 J/cm²). An hour after NIR irradiation, the cells were co-stained with Calcein AM (2 µM) and PI (5 µg/mL) at room temperature for 30 min, rinsed with PBS, and then imaged with a Cytation 5 Imaging Reader.

Cellular singlet oxygen detection after targeted PDT

After being incubated with free IR700 or Pab-IR700 (equivalent to 150 nM IR700) overnight, KB-8-5-11 or KB-3-1 cells were treated with 10 µM CM-H2DCFDA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated for 30 min. Then, the cells were irradiated with LED light (5 J/cm²). The intracellular singlet oxygen generation was detected by observing the fluorescent product DCF using a Cytation 5 Imaging Reader.

In vitro combination therapy in a mixed cell culture model

A co-culture cell model was established to mimic spontaneous human tumors with heterogeneous expression of Pgp. One thousand chemosensitive 3T3 fibroblasts expressing Renilla luciferase (3T3-rLuc) and four thousand chemoresistant KB-8-5-11 cancer cells expressing firefly luciferase (KB-8-5-11-fLuc) were seeded in 96-well plates and were cultured overnight. For the combined treatment group, the cells were first treated with 1 µg/mL Pab-IR700 (equivalent to 15 nM IR700) at 37 °C overnight. After washing with PBS, the cells were irradiated with LED light at a light dose of 5 J/cm², and then were treated with 100 µg/mL Doxil for 72 h. The monotherapies were performed according to the regimens in the combination therapy group. Dual luciferase activities after treatments were measured with a Dual-Luciferase® Reporter Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

To study the synergistic anticancer effects of the combined therapy, one thousand chemosensitive 3T3...
fibroblasts and four thousand KB-8-5-11 cancer cells were seeded in 96-well plates and were cultured overnight. Cells were treated as described above. Alamar Blue reagent was then added and incubated for 2 h to determine the cell viability. The combination index (CI) of the combination of targeted PDT and Doxil was calculated with the Chou and Talalay method using CompuSyn software.

Doxil accumulation was quantified after targeted PDT using the flow cytometry method. In this experiment, 100,000 cells were seeded in 12-well plates and were cultured overnight. The cells were first treated with 1 μg/mL Pab-IR700 at 37 °C overnight, and were then irradiated with LED light (5 J/cm²). After that, they were treated with 0.5 μg/mL Doxil for 24 h. Doxil accumulation was measured with flow cytometry on an LSR Fortessa flow cytometer.

**Measurement of cellular ATP levels**

To detect the intracellular and extracellular ATP concentrations, KB-8-5-11 and 3T3 cells were seeded in 12-well plates and were cultured overnight. Then, the cells were incubated with 1 μg/mL Pab-IR700 at 37 °C overnight. For intracellular ATP detection, cells were washed with PBS and incubated with fresh culture medium and were then irradiated with LED light at a light dose of 5 J/cm². After washing with PBS thrice, cells were harvested with cell scrapers into 500 μL Tris-EDTA buffer (100 mM Tris, 4 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) at 30 min, 90 min and 240 min post light irradiation. After heating at 95 °C for 7 min and centrifuging at 18,544 x g for 3 min, the supernatants were used to determine the intracellular ATP concentration using an ATP determination kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For extracellular ATP detection, cells were washed with PBS and incubated with the basal culture media containing 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 300 μM ARL67156 (Sigma-Aldrich), which inhibits ecto-nucleotidase activity and prevents degradation of extracellular ATP by PBS. Then, the cells were irradiated with LED light. The culture medium from each well was collected at 30 min, 90 min and 240 min post light irradiation and centrifuged at 2,365 x g for 5 min. The supernatants were used to determine the extracellular ATP concentration using an ATP determination kit.

**Animals**

All animal experiments were conducted in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animal Resources (2011, US National Research Council), and the animal protocol was approved by the Wake Forest Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Female BALB/c nude mice (4-6 weeks old) that were purchased from Charles River (Wilmington, MA, USA) were used in the animal studies.

**In vivo combination therapy in a mixed MDR tumor model**

To evaluate the effects of targeted PDT on Doxil accumulation in tumors, a mixed MDR tumor model was established by inoculation of a mixture of 1×10⁶ KB-8-5-11 cells and 5×10⁴ 3T3 cells in 0.1 mL PBS/Matrigel (1:1, v/v) into nude mice bilaterally. After 7 days, mice were i.v. injected with Pab-IR700 (200 μg). Fluorescence images were taken using an IVIS Imaging System (PerkinElmer, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) for visualization of IR700 at 48 h post injection. After that, the tumors on the right site were exposed to 690 nm LED light at a total dose of 50 J/cm². Thirty minutes after light irradiation, mice received Doxil (10 mg/kg) via i.v. injection. Fluorescence images were taken using an IVIS Imaging System for visualization of Doxil and IR700 at 15 min, 2 h, and 24 h after Doxil administration. Heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and tumors were collected for ex vivo IVIS imaging to determine the distribution of Doxil and IR700 in the main organs at 24 h post injection of Doxil. Tumors were digested by Accumax™ cell dissociation solution (STEMCELL Technologies Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) for flow cytometry in order to determine intracellular Doxil levels in tumor cells.

For the tumor response experiments, 1×10⁶ KB-8-5-11-GFP-fluc cells and 5×10⁴ 3T3-RFP-rLuc cells were suspended in 0.1 mL PBS/Matrigel (1:1, v/v) and injected into the floor of the mouth via an extra-oral approach. After 7 days, mice were randomly allocated into four groups (n = 8): PBS, targeted PDT, Doxil, and targeted PDT + Doxil. The mice in the PDT and PDT + Doxil groups received i.v. injection of 200 μg Pab-IR700 at day 7. Fluorescence images were taken using an IVIS Imaging System for visualization of IR700 at 48 h post-injection. After that, the mice in the PDT and PDT + Doxil groups were exposed to the 690 nm LED light at a total dose of 50 J/cm². The mice in the Doxil and PDT + Doxil groups received Doxil (10 mg/kg) via i.v. injection 30 min after light irradiation. Tumor growth was measured with in vivo dual substrate bioluminescence imaging (BLI) and by a caliper twice per week. Mice were euthanized if any tumor volume exceeded 1,500 mm³. The body weight of the mice was recorded to evaluate in vivo toxicity.

**Immunohistochemical analysis**

Five days after the light irradiation, some mice
were sacrificed and tumor tissues were excised for immunohistochemical analyses. Briefly, tumors were collected and fixed in freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 day. Tumor samples were paraffin-embedded, sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Nuclei of tumor cells were stained with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images of the stained sections were taken with a ZEISS LSM 710 confocal microscope.

**Statistical analysis**

Quantitative data are expressed as mean ± SD. Means were compared using Student’s *t*-test for two-sample comparison or one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post-hoc analysis for multiple comparisons using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). *P* values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Survival analysis was conducted with Kaplan-Meier curves, and their comparison was performed with the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.

**Results**

**Efficacies of Doxil and Abraxane are limited by Pgp**

Doxil (liposomal formulation of doxorubicin) and Abraxane (albumin NP of taxol) are the most commonly used cancer nanomedicines. We first characterized both NPs with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). As shown Figure S1, Doxil showed a particle size of 85.3 ± 0.9 nm, whereas Abraxane showed a particle size of 102.6 ± 1.1 nm. The results are consistent with previous reports. In order to examine if their therapeutic efficacies are limited by Pgp-mediated drug resistance, we first measured the dose-dependent cytotoxicity of doxorubicin (Dox), Doxil, Taxol, and Abraxane in three pairs of chemosensitive/chemoresistant cell lines: KB-3-1 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and KB-8-5-11 (Pgp positive and chemoresistant); OVCAR8 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and NCI-ADRRes (Pgp positive and chemoresistant/chemoresistant); 3T3 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and 3T3-MDR1 (Pgp positive and chemoresistant). The cell viability curves are shown in Figure 1A-C, and the *IC*<sub>50</sub> values of their cytotoxicity were calculated as shown in Table 1. The cytotoxicity of Taxol was similar to that of Abraxane in both chemosensitive and chemoresistant sublines (Figure 1 and Table 1). However, Doxil was less toxic than doxorubicin in these cells (Figure 1 and Table 1), likely due to delayed drug release from the liposome and slow endosomal escape. We also calculated the ratios of the *IC*<sub>50</sub> values of chemoresistant cells to those in chemosensitive cells in each pair of cell lines in order to examine if the agent’s cytotoxicity is limited by Pgp-mediated drug resistance. Ratios larger than 1 indicate strong effects by MDR, whereas small ratios indicate weak effects. As shown in Table 1, the ratios of Doxil are > 3.6 for the 3T3-MDR1/3T3 pair, > 29 for NCI-ADRRes/OVCAR8, and > 28.2 for KB-8-5-11/KB-3-1, indicating that the anticancer activity of Doxil was limited by Pgp-mediated MDR. Abraxane exhibits even larger effects than Doxil, and the ratios are 10.4 for 3T3-MDR1/3T3, 1000.0 for NCI-ADRRes/OVCAR8, and 785.7 for KB-8-5-11/KB-3-1. Overall, when compared to the drugs in free forms (doxorubicin and Taxol), their corresponding nanomedicines did not exhibit any advantages in terms of overcoming Pgp-mediated MDR.

**Table 1. *IC*<sub>50</sub> values (μg/mL) for cytotoxicity assay of doxorubicin, Doxil, Taxol, and Abraxane in chemosensitive and chemoresistant cells.** The ratios of the *IC*<sub>50</sub> values of chemoresistant cells to those of chemosensitive cells in each pair of cell lines are shown in blue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dox</th>
<th>Doxil</th>
<th>Taxol</th>
<th>Abraxane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3T3</td>
<td>7.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.6 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.6 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T3-MDR1</td>
<td>6.2 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.7 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.8 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T3-MDR1/3T3 Ratio</td>
<td>8.7 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;3.6 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVCAR8</td>
<td>4.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.9 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.6 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.3 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI-ADRRes</td>
<td>4.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.3 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI-ADR/OVCAR8 Ratio</td>
<td>1.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.9 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;5.4 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-3-1</td>
<td>2.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.4 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-8-5-11</td>
<td>1.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.8 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-8-5-11/KB-3-1 Ratio</td>
<td>5.0 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;2.8 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.9 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.9 × 10&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to confirm that the drug resistance to Doxil and Abraxane is caused by Pgp-mediated drug efflux, three pairs of cell lines were incubated with Pgp inhibitor GF918 first and then 0.5 μg/mL doxorubicin or Doxil was added to the cells. After that, doxorubicin and Doxil accumulation in different cancer cells was evaluated by flow cytometry after 24 h incubation. As shown in Figure 2, the intracellular levels of both doxorubicin and Doxil in the chemoresistant sublines (NCI-ADRRes, KB-8-5-11, and 3T3-MDR1) were significantly lower than those in their respective control cell lines, at about 10% levels, indicating drug efflux of both doxorubicin and Doxil in these chemoresistant cells. However, when chemoresistant cells were incubated with the Pgp inhibitor GF918, the accumulation of both doxorubicin and Doxil was reversed to similar levels as in the chemosensitive cells. These results indicate that drug resistance to Doxil and doxorubicin is caused by Pgp-mediated efflux. We conclude that the therapeutic efficacies of both the FDA-approved...
cancer nanomedicines are reduced by Pgp-mediated drug efflux, and thus, the resultant MDR remains a hurdle for cancer nanomedicines.

Figure 1. Therapeutic efficacies of Doxil and Abraxane are limited by Pgp. (A) Dose-dependent toxicity of doxorubicin, Doxil, Taxol, and Abraxane in KB-3-1 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and KB-8-5-11 (Pgp positive and chemoresistant) cells after 72 h incubation. (B) Dose-dependent toxicity of doxorubicin, Doxil, Taxol, and Abraxane in OVCAR8 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and NCI-ADRres (Pgp positive and chemoresistant) cells after 72 h incubation. (C) Dose-dependent toxicity of doxorubicin, Doxil, Taxol, and Abraxane in 3T3 (Pgp negative and chemosensitive) and 3T3-MDR1 (Pgp positive and chemoresistant) cells after 72 h incubation. Data are mean ± SD (n = 3).

Figure 2. Efflux of doxorubicin and Doxil by Pgp. Three pairs of chemosensitive and chemoresistant cell lines, KB-3-1 and KB-8-5-11 (A), OVCAR8 and NCI-ADRres (B), and 3T3 and 3T3-MDR1 (C), were incubated with 1 µM Pgp inhibitor GF918 and then 0.5 µg/mL doxorubicin or Doxil were added. Doxorubicin or Doxil accumulation within 24 h was determined by flow cytometry. Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 3, ***p < 0.001).
Figure 3. Pgp-IR700 specifically binds to Pgp-expressing chemoresistant cells. (A) Flow cytometry analysis of cellular uptake of free IR700 and Pab-IR700 in the chemosensitive cells 3T3 and KB-3-1 as well as the chemoresistant cells 3T3-MDR1 and KB-8-5-11 after 4 h incubation. (B) Confocal images of cellular uptake of free IR700 or Pab-IR700 in the chemosensitive cells 3T3 and KB-3-1 as well as the chemoresistant cells 3T3-MDR1 and KB-8-5-11 after 4 h incubation. Nuclei were labelled with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 200 µm.

**Pgp-targeted PDT specifically depletes chemoresistant cancer cells**

In order to overcome Pgp-mediated chemoresistance, we prepared Pgp-specific APCs, Pab-IR700, with an anti-Pgp monoclonal antibody described previously [46]. We characterized the final product with an SEC-HPLC system equipped with a diode-array detector. As shown in Figure S2, Pab-IR700 eluted slightly earlier than Pab, and both eluted much earlier than free IR700, indicating successful conjugation and purification of Pab-IR700. Further, from the UV-vis spectra of individual peaks in the HPLC graphs, Pab-IR700 shows absorption at 280 nm and 689 nm, whereas Pab and free IR700 only show single absorption at 280 nm and 689 nm, respectively. These results indicated that Pab-IR700 was prepared in excellent purity.

We then examined the cellular uptake of Pab-IR700 in Pgp-positive cell lines, 3T3-MDR1 and KB-8-5-11, as well as Pgp-negative cell lines, 3T3 and KB-3-1, and used free IR700 as control. The results from both flow cytometry and confocal microscopy showed that free IR700 did not bind to any cell line, whereas Pab-IR700 specifically bound to the cell membrane of Pgp-expressing chemoresistant cells 3T3-MDR1 and KB-8-5-11 (Figure 3A-B). These results demonstrate the high Pgp specificity of Pab-IR700.

Phototoxicity of free IR700 and Pab-IR700 was measured with Alamar Blue assay after 4 h incubation with the PSs followed by light irradiation. As shown in Figure 4A, free IR700 did not cause phototoxicity to any cells, whereas Pab-IR700 produced dose-dependent cell death only in Pgp-expressing and chemoresistant 3T3-MDR1 and KB-8-5-11 cells, but not in Pgp-negative 3T3 and KB-3-1 cells, indicating
that Pab-IR700-mediated photokilling is highly specific to Pgp-expressing MDR cells. In addition, the washing step after the Pab-IR700 treatment did not change the phototoxicity profiles (Figure 4A), indicating that the antibody conjugates produce phototoxicity only when they bind to target cells specifically. Similar results of phototoxicity were obtained with live/dead cell staining experiments. As shown in Figure S3, Pab-IR700 caused dramatic cytotoxicity towards 3T3-MDR1, KB-8-5-11, and NCI-ADRres cells upon NIR irradiation; whereas, the same treatments did not affect cell viability of the control cells including 3T3, KB-3-1, and OVCAR8 cells. These results confirmed that Pab-IR700-mediated PDT is highly specific to Pgp.

To study the mechanism of the photokilling of Pab-IR700, we examined singlet oxygen generation in KB-8-5-11 and KB-3-1 cells after targeted PDT with an oxidative stress indicator CM-H2DCFDA. As shown in Figure 4B, bright green fluorescence was only observed in KB-8-5-11 cells after Pab-IR700 treatment followed by light irradiation. But in the other treatments, the singlet oxygen generation was barely detectable, suggesting that photoradiation of cell-bound Pab-IR700 produces singlet oxygen and further triggers cell death events in Pgp-expressing chemoresistant cells. In light of the result that IR700 lacks photothermal activity (Figure S4), we concluded that the cell death from light irradiation of Pab-IR700 was mediated by photodynamic effects.

**Pgp-targeted PDT overcomes chemoresistance towards Doxil in cell culture**

To test if Pgp-targeted PDT can overcome drug resistance towards cancer nanomedicines, we combined our Pgp-targeted PDT with Doxil and tested this combination approach in a mixed cell culture model in which only some cells express Pgp. This combination therapy addresses a potential limitation of our targeted PDT in human tumors with heterogeneous Pgp expression. The co-cultured cell model is composed of Renilla luciferase-expressing chemosensitive 3T3 fibroblasts (3T3-rLuc), mimicking stromal cells in tumors, and firefly luciferase-expressing chemoresistant KB-8-5-11 cancer cells (KB-8-5-11-fluc) (Figure 5A). When the mixed cells were treated with targeted PDT only, the firefly luciferase level decreased to 36% of that of the PBS group (Figure 5A); however, the Renilla luciferase was not affected by PDT, indicating that Pgp-targeted PDT only caused death of chemoresistant cancer cells (Figure 5A). When the mixed cells were treated with

![Figure 4. Pgp-targeted PDT specifically kills Pgp-expressing chemoresistant cells. (A) Dose-dependent phototoxicity of free IR700 and Pab-IR700 in 3T3, 3T3-MDR1, KB-3-1, and KB-8-5-11 cells at a light dose of 5 J/cm² was measured with Alamar Blue assay. The phototoxicity of Pab-IR700 without the washing step was also measured. Data are mean ± SD (n = 3, *** p < 0.001). (B) Singlet oxygen generation of targeted PDT determined with the probe CM-H2DCFDA in KB-8-5-11 and KB-3-1 cells after NIR irradiation at 5 J/cm². Scale bar, 1000 µm.](http://www.thno.org)
Doxil only, the firefly luciferase level did not change significantly but the Renilla luciferase level decreased to 8% of that of the PBS group (Figure 5A), indicating that Doxil could only inhibit growth of chemosensitive cells. The combination therapy of targeted PDT and Doxil produced significantly higher toxicity towards KB-8-5-11-fLuc cells compared to single PDT treatment, with a further 26% decrease in the firefly luciferase level from the single PDT treatment (Figure 5A).

Although a part of the KB-8-5-11-fLuc cell population survived targeted PDT, some of these cells might be partially damaged, and the function of Pgp-mediated drug efflux might be compromised. Thus, further Doxil treatment caused greater cytotoxicity. To examine this potential mechanism for the synergism between the two modalities, we measured cellular uptake of Doxil after targeted PDT. Thus, chemosensitive and chemoresistant cell lines underwent the targeted PDT procedure, which was followed by incubation with Doxil for 24 h. Then, live cells that survived the PDT procedure were gated and their Doxil levels were quantified with flow cytometry. The results in Figure 5B showed that the targeted PDT procedure significantly increased cellular accumulation of Doxil in the chemoresistant cells that survived the PDT procedure, and this increase was not observed in chemosensitive cells. We then concluded that targeted PDT can compromise Pgp-mediated efflux function and assist intracellular delivery of Doxil, even if the PDT procedure does not kill the cells.
Pgp confers drug resistance by mediating the ATP-dependent efflux of chemotherapy drugs, and Pgp-mediated drug efflux highly depends on intracellular ATP concentration [48]. We speculated that partial damage of MDR cells caused leakage of intracellular ATP, and thereby reduced the efflux activity of Pgp. In order to examine the mechanism for the synergism, we measured the intracellular and extracellular ATP levels in the chemoresistant cell line KB-8-5-11 before and after the targeted PDT procedures. As shown in Figure 5C, KB-8-5-11 cells in the control conditions demonstrated low extracellular ATP level (~20 nM) and high intracellular ATP level (~6000 nM), which drives the Pgp’s action of mediating drug efflux against the concentration gradient. Pgp-targeted PDT dramatically decreased the intracellular ATP level in KB-8-5-11 cells by 85%, but did not change the level in Pgp-negative 3T3 cells (Figure 5C). The dramatic decrease of the intracellular ATP level could reduce Pgp’s efflux activity, which led to increased Doxil accumulation as shown in Figure 5B.

To further validate if there is synergism between targeted PDT and Doxil, we examined the dose-dependent cytotoxicity of Doxil with or without targeted PDT in the mixed cell model with Alamar Blue assay. The results in Figure 5D showed that Pgp-targeted PDT enhanced the Doxil-induced cell death. The CI was further calculated with the Chou-Talalay method. As shown in Figure 5D, combination therapy showed an overall CI value < 1 within the concentrations tested, indicating a clear synergy of targeted PDT and Doxil in this heterogeneous cell model.

**Pgp-targeted PDT increased Doxil accumulation in mixed tumors in vivo**

We further tested our combination therapy in a mouse model of mixed MDR tumors. Poor drug penetration through tumor stroma causes insufficient drug access to cancer cells, leading to drug resistance [49], and thus a mixed tumor model that contains both cancer cells and tumor stroma cells more closely mimics human tumors that use multiple mechanisms to resist therapeutics [50]. As shown in Figure 6A, we inoculated a mixture of KB-8-5-11 cells (Pgp-expressing MDR cancer cells) and 3T3 cells (Pgp-negative stromal cells) into nude mice bilaterally. At day 7, mice received Pab-IR700 via i.v. injection. We observed that both left-flank tumor and right-flank tumor showed Pab-IR700 accumulation 48 h post-injection (Figure 6A). Then, we gave a light irradiation only on the right-flank tumors and the tumors in the left flank served as control. After 30 min, mice received a single dose of Doxil (10 mg/kg) via i.v. injection. IVIS fluorescence imaging showed that Doxil started to accumulate in the right-flank tumor as soon as 15 min post injection, and Doxil accumulation in the right-flank tumor increased up to 24 h post injection (Figure 6A). On the other hand, left-flank tumors that were not irradiated showed little Doxil accumulation (Figure 6A), indicating that our targeted PDT enhanced Doxil accumulation in the tumors. In the meantime, IR700 signal disappeared on the right-flank tumor due to photo-bleaching (Figure 6A). We harvested heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and tumors for *ex vivo* IVIS imaging to determine Doxil distribution in the main organs 24 h post Doxil injection (Figure 6B and Figure S5). The right-flank tumors showed 6.5-fold higher fluorescence intensity than the left-flank tumors (Figure 6B), confirming the enhancement of tumor delivery of Doxil by targeted PDT. Tumors were then digested into single cells for flow cytometry analysis in order to determine intracellular levels of Doxil in tumor cells. As shown in Figure 6C, the intracellular level of Doxil in the irradiated tumors was 5.2-fold higher than that in the unirradiated tumors. We further investigated the patterns of tumoral Doxil penetration after light irradiation by staining CD31 as a marker of blood vessel. As shown in Figure 6D–E and Figures S6-7, the irradiated tumors showed a higher fluorescence intensity of Doxil than un-irradiated tumors, indicating that the higher accumulation of Doxil was caused by targeted PDT. Moreover, the irradiated tumors showed a more even distribution of Doxil than the un-irradiated tumors (Figure 6D–E and Figures S6-7). It showed a distance of penetration up to 320 µm in the irradiated tumors but only 50 µm in the control tumors (Figure 6E). These results further confirm that the Pgp-targeted PDT increased overall delivery and penetration of Doxil in the mixed tumors.

**In vivo combination therapy in mixed tumor model**

To examine the tumor response of combination therapy with targeted PDT and Doxil, a mixed tumor model was established by inoculating nude mice with a mixture of KB-8-5-11-fLuc-GFP cells plus 3T3-rLuc-RFP cells. MDR cancer cells and stromal cells express different reporters, and so the effects of the combination therapy on individual cell types and their interplay can be examined by tracking individual reporters using IVIS imaging. At Day 7, xenograft-bearing mice were allocated into four groups (n = 8) and were treated with PBS, Doxil, PDT, or PDT followed by Doxil. The mice in the PDT and PDT + Doxil groups received 200 µg Pab-IR700 via i.v. injection. Then, the mice in these two groups received
light irradiation at tumor sites at a total dose of 50 J/cm². Half an hour after light irradiation, the mice in groups Doxil and PDT + Doxil received Doxil (10 mg/kg). Growth of KB MDR cancer cells and 3T3 stromal cells in the tumors were monitored individually using dual substrate BLI. As shown in Figure 7A, BLI data in the mixed tumors showed that targeted PDT reduced tumoral firefly luciferase level by 82% but Doxil did not change it, indicating that KB MDR cells were resistant to Doxil but sensitive to PDT treatment. In vivo observation of the resistance of KB MDR cells towards Doxil in Figure 6A is consistent with the in vitro toxicity data, which indicated that Pgp-positive cells are resistant to both free and liposomal doxorubicin as it is a substrate for Pgp (Figure 1-2). In contrast, 3T3 fibroblasts in the mixed tumors only responded to chemotherapy with Doxil, which reduced Renilla luciferase by 59% (Figure 7A). PDT followed by Doxil treatment reduced KB MDR cell growth by 92%, which is significantly higher than single PDT treatment ($p < 0.01$) (Figure 7A). On the other hand, combination therapy reduced stromal cell growth by 76%, which is significantly greater than single Doxil treatment ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 7A). Thus, combination therapy suppressed growth of both cell populations in mixed tumors with an efficacy that is superior to single treatments, indicating that targeted PDT enhanced Doxil’s actions on both MDR cancer cells and stromal cells.

Figure 6. Pgp-targeted PDT enhances Doxil accumulation and penetration in mixed tumor. (A) KB/3T3 mixed tumor xenograft-bearing mice were i.v. injected with Pab-IR700, followed by light treatment only on the right-flank tumors. After 0.5 h, mice were injected with Doxil (10 mg/kg). Fluorescence imaging at 24 h post injection showed marked uptake of Doxil in light-treated tumors. (B) Biodistribution of Doxil in heart, lung, spleen, kidney, liver, left-flank and right-flank tumors at 24 h post injection. (C) After fluorescence imaging, tumors were harvested and digested into single cells for flow cytometry to track the intracellular levels of Doxil in the irradiated tumors and unirradiated tumors. (D) Confocal image of intratumoral distribution of Doxil in light-irradiated or un-irradiated tumors 24 h post injection. CD31-stained blood vessels are shown in green, Doxil is shown in red, and DAPI-stained cell nuclei are shown in blue. Scale bar, 60 μm. (E) Distribution of Doxil in the tumors with or without light irradiation. Distance was calculated from CD31-stained blood vessels. A region marked with the rectangular frame in (D) was selected for this analysis.
Figure 7. Tumor responses to combination therapy of targeted PDT and Doxil in a mouse mixed tumor model. A mixed tumor model was established by inoculating nude mice with KB-8-5-11-fLuc-GFP plus 3T3-rLuc-RFP cells. Xenograft-bearing mice were treated with Doxil (10 mg/kg), PDT, or PDT followed by Doxil. Growth of KB MDR cancer cells and 3T3 stromal cells in the tumors were monitored individually using an in vivo dual substrate BLI assay. (A) BLI and quantitative data indicated that KB MDR cells were resistant to Doxil, but sensitive to targeted PDT treatment. On the contrary, 3T3 cells only responded to chemotherapy with Doxil. Targeted PDT followed by Doxil treatment produced superior suppression of both cell populations to single treatments in the mixed tumors. Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 8, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05). (B) Tumor growth curves showed that the combination of PDT with Doxil outperformed the two single therapeutics in suppressing growth of the mixed tumors. The median survival time of the PBS group was 17 days, and those of the PDT and Doxil groups were 21.5 days and 20.5 days, respectively, whereas that of the PDT + Doxil group was 36.5 days (Figure 7C), indicating that targeted PDT plus Doxil dramatically extended the survival of the mixed tumor-bearing mice. All treatments did not reduce the body weight of mice (Figure 7D), indicating that no significant side effects of these treatments were observed in vivo. We also performed an in vitro dual-reporter assay to quantitate the firefly luciferase (in tumor cells) and Renilla luciferase (in stromal fibroblast cells) activities in the tumor tissues harvested at the end of the experiment (Figure 7E), which showed consistent results with the BLI data in Figure 7A.

We collected tumor tissues at day 14, five days post treatments, for histological analyses. As shown in Figure 8, fibroblasts and tumor cells demonstrated different cell morphologies in H&E images. Fibroblasts were spindle shaped and elongated...
(yellow dotted circles), whereas tumor cells were irregularly round shaped with enlarged cell nuclei and formed tumor nests in the tumor tissues (white dotted circles). In the PBS group, the sections showed tumor nests uniformly grew in the fibroblasts, and both cells exhibited typical cell morphology. In the Doxil group, the sections were full of tumor nest while fibroblasts were crowded in small and elongated regions with dead cells and cavities, indicating that Doxil preferentially killed fibroblasts over chemoresistant tumor cells. In the targeted PDT group, the tumor nests were full of dead cells and the cavities inside were smaller than those in the PBS group, whereas the fibroblasts grew towards the tumor nests, indicating specific killing of tumor cells by Pgp-targeted PDT. Further, in the combination therapy group, both tumor cells and fibroblasts showed pyknotic nuclei and cytoplasmic concentration, indicating that the combination therapy killed both cell populations. The fluorescence images in Figure 8 showed that Doxil only reduced the 3T3-RFP fibroblast population and targeted PDT depleted the KB-8-5-11-GFP cell population specifically, whereas the combination therapy dramatically decreased both cell populations. These images further confirmed the results in Figure 7.

Discussion

FDA-approved cancer nanomedicines, including liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil) and albumin NP of taxol (Abraxane), only modestly improve the overall survival of cancer patients compared with conventional chemotherapeutics, though they reduce toxicity by changing the biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of the agents [51]. Thus, clinically used NPs fail to achieve superior tumor delivery to conventional agents to enhance survival of cancer patients significantly. One biological barrier in tumor microenvironments limiting nanomedicine delivery is drug efflux mediated by ABC transporters, primarily Pgp. All the drugs in cancer nanomedicines, including doxorubicin, daunorubicin, taxol, vincristine, and irinotecan, are substrates for Pgp and/or other ABC transporters and thus, these transporters may reduce
the therapeutic efficacy of these nanomedicines [36]. We selected liposomal doxorubicin, Doxil, and albumin NP of taxol, Abraxane, to examine Pgp-mediated drug resistance towards these nanomedicines. Cytotoxicity results in Figure 1 showed that two Pgp-expressing MDR cells and Pgp-transfected 3T3 cells are highly resistant to both nanomedicines, with resistance levels that are similar or even greater than those of the chemotherapy agents in their free forms. Utilizing the fluorescence of doxorubicin, we studied Pgp-mediated efflux of Doxil by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 2, intracellular doxorubicin levels after Doxil treatment were substantially lower in Pgp-expressing MDR cells and 3T3-MDR1 cells than their respective control cells, and co-incubation with the Pgp inhibitor GF918 increased Doxil uptake in Pgp-expressing cells to the levels in their control cells. These results strongly indicated that Pgp pumps the chemotherapy agents out of Pgp-expressing cancer cells after nanomedicine uptake, reduces their anticancer activities, and causes drug resistance. Our results are consistent with previous studies that indicated Pgp causes cancer MDR towards Abraxane [37, 38]. Although NPs enter cancer cells via endocytosis, the drugs need to be released from the NPs to be pharmacologically active. After release, the drugs can bind to Pgp inside the cells to be pumped out. Hypoxia-inducible factor-1 upregulates Pgp expression and so its expression level in the hypoxic core of tumors is even higher [52]. This may pose a greater challenge to NPs than conventional chemotherapy agents, because penetration of NPs to the core of tumors is hindered by other biological barriers in tumors, including the presence of extracellular matrix, low blood flow, and high interstitial pressure [51].

There are currently no clinical solutions to overcome Pgp-mediated MDR in cancers [5]. Three generations of small molecule inhibitors has been developed to overcome Pgp-mediated drug resistance [7], yet none of them have been approved by the FDA [53]. The main reason for this failure is a lack of cancer specificity of these inhibitors, which could cause side effects in normal tissues [53]. For example, Pgp is expressed in the blood-brain barrier to prevent toxic compounds from entering the brain. Small molecule Pgp inhibitors could block this protection mechanism and cause neurotoxicity [54]. Other novel strategies, including NP-based co-delivery of Pgp inhibitors [55] and siRNA [56], generated some positive outcomes in preclinical models. However, none of these have advanced to clinical studies due to inefficient efficacy and safety concerns.

In this study, we tested if Pgp-targeted PDT can overcome Pgp-mediated MDR and improve therapy with cancer nanomedicines. The results shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicated that our approach achieves high cancer specificity towards Pgp-expressing MDR cells through combining antibody-based cancer targeting and locoregional tumor ablation with laser irradiation. Thus, it overcomes the main limitation of small-molecule Pgp inhibitor approaches and thus is expected to have great translational importance in targeted cancer therapy. In addition, this approach is highly synergistic with cancer nanomedicines through dual mechanisms: depletion of MDR cancer cells and enhancement of tumor penetration of NPs. In in vitro studies with a co-culture model of MDR cancer cells and stromal 3T3 cells, we observed that targeted PDT specifically killed Pgp-expressing MDR cells, while Doxil was only effective in stromal cells (Figure 5A). Further, partial damage of MDR cells by PDT compromised Pgp-mediated efflux function by releasing intracellular ATP, and thus, further enhanced Doxil uptake and the sensitivity of these cells (Figure 5A-C). Overall, the combination of targeted PDT followed by Doxil treatment produced synergistic actions in this co-culture model (Figure 5D). We further tested if this synergism can be translated into animal models. In tumor delivery studies, we observed over 6-fold higher overall Doxil uptake in KB/3T3-mixed tumors (Figure 6A-B), and over 5-fold higher intracellular Doxil level in the cells of the mixed tumors after targeted PDT procedures compared to the control tumors (Figure 6C). In addition, Doxil distributed more evenly in the tumors after targeted PDT than in the control tumors (Figure 6D-E and Figures S6-7). All these data indicated that targeted PDT enhanced Doxil delivery and microdistribution in MDR tumors. In tumor response studies with the KB/3T3-mixed tumors, we further examined the effects of the two modalities on individual cell populations and their synergism using an in vivo dual substrate BLI. The results indicated that Pgp-targeted PDT specifically depleted MDR cancer cells whereas Doxil preferentially killed 3T3 stromal cells (Figure 7A). Combination therapy produced greater killing than the monotherapies on both cell populations (Figure 7A), indicating targeted PDT enhanced Doxil’s actions on both MDR cancer cells and stromal cells in vivo. Thus, the synergism may occur by two mechanisms. On one hand, targeted PDT partially damages some MDR cells and compromises Pgp-mediated efflux function, resulting in greater Doxil delivery in MDR cells. This mechanism is also supported by the in vitro data (Figure 5). On the other hand, targeted PDT enhances overall tumor delivery of Doxil, promoting its actions in both MDR and stromal cells. Overall, combination
therapy achieved greater tumor growth suppression and increased the survival of xenograft-bearing mice without causing significant toxicity (Figure 7B-D).

In conclusion, all drugs in FDA-approved cancer nanomedicines are substrates for Pgp [36], and their anticancer efficacy is limited by tumoral Pgp based on the results in this study and those in previous studies [37, 38]. Our targeted PDT approach is highly cancer specific through combining antibody-based cancer targeting and locoregional tumor ablation, and it markedly enhanced anticancer actions of nanomedicines by depleting MDR cancer cells and increasing their tumor penetration. PDT is a clinically approved cancer therapy [39], and targeted PDT is currently in clinical testing [41]. Thus, our targeted PDT approach may provide a clinically effective currently in clinical testing [41]. Thus, our targeted nanomedicines in the near future.
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